
 

 
WSSD ELA Learning Unit Template 

 

Title of Unit Module 5: Considering Perspectives and Supporting Opinions 
(emphasis on opinion writing explaining with textual reasons) 

Grade Level 4 

Curriculum Area ELA Time Frame 3 cycles 

Developed By J. Behney, T. Chapman, S. Viguers 

Desired Results  

Module Objectives 

 
At the end of this module, students will be able to independently use their learning to: 

1. Integrate information from two texts on the same topic to demonstrate understanding 
2. Write opinion pieces on topics or texts by providing reasons supported by facts and details, following an organizational structure 
3. Use technology to produce and publish writing as well as interact and collaborate with others while reporting on a topic or text that uses facts and relevant, descriptive details to support main ideas of 

themes 
 
 
 
 
 
In this module, students read various informational pieces about a topic and gather evidence.  They form an understanding of the issues surrounding a topic and create an engaging product that explains the effect of 
the informational topic by adding visual displays, audio recordings, and other media formats.  Students have the opportunity to present their findings and speak in complete sentences in order to provide requested 
detail or clarification.  Academic vocabulary is filtered throughout the module where students are given multiple opportunities to engage in discussions. 
 

 

Content Standards for Balanced Literacy 

Reading Writing Speaking & Listening Foundational Skills 

Focus Standards: 
 
Integrate Information (NF) 

CC.1.2.4.I -  
Integrate information from two texts on 
the same topic to demonstrate 
understanding of that topic. 

 
Inferring (L) 
1.3.4.B -  

Focus Standards: 
 
Opinion/Argumentative 

CC.1.4.4.G -  
Write opinion pieces on topics 
or texts. 

 
 Idea Development 

CC.1.4.4.I -  
Provide reasons that are 
supported by facts and details. 

Organization 
CC.1.4.4.J -  
Create an organizational 

Focus Standards: 
 
Collaboration 
CC.1.5.4.A -  
Engage effectively in a range of 
collaborative discussions on grade level 
topics and texts, building on others’ 
ideas and expressing their own clearly. 

Focus Standards: 
Intentionally blank 

Key Learnings 

http://www.pdesas.org/Standard/StandardsBrowser#159887
http://www.pdesas.org/Standard/StandardsBrowser#159959
http://www.pdesas.org/Standard/StandardsBrowser#160107
http://www.pdesas.org/Standard/StandardsBrowser#160109
http://www.pdesas.org/Standard/StandardsBrowser#160110
http://www.pdesas.org/Standard/StandardsBrowser#160184


 

Cite relevant details from text to support 
what the text says explicitly and make 
inferences. 

Compare/Contrast (L) 
CC.1.3.4.D -  
Compare and contrast an event or topic 
told from two different points of view. 

 
 
 
CC.1.3.4.E -  
Explain major differences between 
poems, drama and prose and refer to the 
structural elements of each when writing 
or speaking about a text. 
 
Compare/Contrast (L) 
C.C.1.3.4.E – 
Explain major differences between 
poems, drama, and prose, and refer to 
the structural elements of each when 
writing or speaking about a text. 

 

structure that includes related 
ideas grouped to support the 
writer’s purpose and linked in a 
logical order with a concluding 
statement or section related to 
the opinion. 

 

*Indicate eligible content standards by boldface print 
 

Misconceptions 
When writing, authors always have one distinct audience or one distinct purpose. 
If the purpose is to entertain, then the work must be funny or have a happy ending 
 

Proper Conceptions 
Authors may have in mind multiple audiences, and purposes may be mixed. 
In this sense, "to entertain" means simply to keep you interested in what will happen 
next.  Story telling of any kind--dramatic, action-packed, romantic, tear-jerker, you name 
it--all count as entertainment.  So it is with the author's purpose, "to entertain." 
 

 
 
 
 
 

Essential Questions Vocabulary 

Enduring Understandings (Big Ideas)  

 
Reading 
 
Writing 
 
Speaking and Listening 

 

http://www.pdesas.org/Standard/StandardsBrowser#159962
http://www.pdesas.org/Standard/StandardsBrowser#159963


 

 
 

Concepts 
Students will know… 

Skills/Competencies (I Can…) 
Students will be able to… 

 
Text Analysis 
 
Vocabulary Acquisition and Use 
 
Diverse Media 
 
Response to Literature 
 
Collaborative Discussion 
 
 

Reading Informational Text: 
I can combine (integrate) information from two texts on the same topic to demonstrate my 
understanding. CC1.2.4.I 
 
Reading Literature: 
I can draw inferences from a text and refer to details and examples in the text when explaining my 
inferences.  CC1.3.4.B 
I can compare and contrast an event or topic told from two different points of view.  CC1.3.4.D 
I can refer to structural elements to explain major differences among poems, drama, and prose. 
CC.1.3.4.E 
 
 
Writing opinion pieces 
I can write an opinion piece.  CC.1.4.4.G 
I can write an opinion piece that supports a point of view, where I provide reasons that are 
supported by facts and details. CC. 1.4.4.I 
I can write an opinion piece that supports a point of view, where I introduce a topic or name of a 
book, and state an opinion. CC.1.4.4.J 
I can write an opinion piece that supports a point of view, where I use linking words to create a 
logical order with a concluding statement or section. CC.1.4.4.J 
 
Speaking and Listening 
I can prepare for a class discussion and participate by responding to things others say. CC.1.5.4.A 
I can follow agreed upon rules for class discussions and carry out my assigned roles. CC.1.5.4.A 
 

Assessment Evidence 

Formative Assessment  

 
Sample Questions Reflecting the PA Core Standards for Reading 
The purpose of these prompts is to provide teachers with sample questions that are similar in content to those asked on the reading portion of PSSA/Keystone Assessments. Rich discussions and writing tasks about what 
students read should be the focus of classroom instruction. The PA Core Standards in ELA provide an excellent framework from which to craft probing questions to encourage students to think deeply and critically about 
what they read. Students who are engaged, critical readers and thinkers will be able to transfer those skills and be successful no matter the question format. (adapted from "Linking the Common Core for Reading, 
Classroom Instruction, and DCAS" Delaware Dept. of Education) 
These question stems are aligned with module Focus Standards that can be utilized with various text pieces. 
Questions related to standard CC.1.3.4.B - Cite relevant details from text to support what the text says explicitly and make inferences. 



 

 Based on the information in ____ (text title), which car is best for a large family? How do you know? Which details and/or examples from the article support your answer? 

 Why are spiders important? How do you know? Which details and/or examples from the article support your answer? 

 Which step is most important in constructing a bridge? How do you know? Which details and/or examples from the article support your answer? 

 Why is it important that birds fly south for the winter? How do you know? Which details and/or examples from the article support your answer? 

 As a result of their work, what will most likely happen to the snow geese population? How do you know? Which details and/or examples from the article support your answer? 

 How are insects and mammals alike and different? How do you know? Use details and/or examples from the article to support your answer. 
Questions related to standard CC.1.3.4.D - Compare and contrast an event or topic told from two different points of view. 

 Given the information presented in two texts, explain why exercise is the key to good health. 

 Given the information presented in two texts, explain the causes of the American Revolution. 
Questions related to standard CC.1.4.4.J - Create an organizational structure that includes related ideas grouped to support the writer’s purpose and linked in a logical order with a concluding statement or section 
related to the opinion. 

 How does the author support the idea that _____? Use examples from the article to support your answer. 

 Do the reasons and evidence provided in the article support the points the author is making? Why or why not? 

 Which reasons and evidence does the author use to support the points he/she makes about _____? How do these reasons and evidence help the reader understand the points the author makes? 
Additional Resources - Visit the following free online resources for practical tips, tools and resources to support writing instruction: 
Teaching That Makes Sense’ - www.ttms.org 
The Writing Fix  - http://www.writingfix.com   
ReadWriteThink - http://www.readwritethink.org 
 Questions-  http://www.doe.k12.de.us/aab/English_Language_Arts/ELA_docs_folder/Linking_Documents/Linking_Doc_Gr4_2013.pdf 

  

 Literacy Design Collaborative (LDC)  
LDC template tasks are fill-in-the-blank “assessment shells” built off the Common Core standards. They allow teachers to insert the text to be read, writing to be produced, and content to be addressed. When filled in, 
template tasks create high-quality student assignments that develop reading, writing, and thinking skills in the context of learning science, history, English, and other subjects. 

Grade 4 Elementary LDC Task Template – Opinion/Explain  [Insert question] After reading_______ (literary or informational text/s), write a/n_____ (product) in which you answer the question and explain your 
reasons ___ (content). Give ________ (an, several, or #) examples from ____ (text/s) to support your opinion. 

Grade 4 Elementary LDC ELA Task Example 1 With which point of view do you agree?  After reading the article “Deadly Hits” from the January 2012 issue of Storyworks, write an opinion piece in which you answer the 
question and explain your reasons using the text.  Give three examples from “Deadly Hits” to support your opinion. 

Resourses: Deadly Hit_Nonfiction.pdf http://video.scholastic.com/services/player/bcpid858992059001?bckey=AQ~~,AAAAAFv844g~,BASb5BU03X-I8zjhaYyMRNzgkSvpc3CO&bctid=1314994869001 Compare and 

Contrast Chart.pdf Jan12.Nonfiction.AuthorPurpose.pdf Jan12.Nonfiction.CriticalThinking.pdf 
Reference: http://www.literacydesigncollaborative.org 
 

Summative Assessment 

 
The sample summative assessments ask students to compare and contrast an event or topic told from two different points of view while citing relevant details from text to support what the texts says explicitly and make 
inferences. They will also ask and answer questions about a text, providing text-based evidence.  As a culminating activity students will write opinion pieces on topics, providing reasons that are supported by facts and 
details.  Ideas will follow an organizational structure that includes related ideas grouped to support the writer’s purpose and link in a logical order with a concluding statement or section related to the opinion.  
Summative Assessment Examples 
Grade 4 Task 2: Text based writing based on the following standards 
CC.1.2.4.I-   Integrate information from two texts on the same topic to demonstrate understanding of that topic.                
CC. 1.3.4.B- Cite relevant details from text to support what the text says explicitly and makes inferences. 
CC. 1.3.4.D-  Compare and contrast an event or topic told from two different points of view. 
CC. 1.5.4.A-  Engage effectively in a range of collaborative discussions on grade level topics and texts, building on others’ ideas and expressing their own clearly. 
  

http://www.ttms.org/
http://www.writingfix.com/
http://www.readwritethink.org/
http://www.pdesas.org/module/cm/maps/view/16583/%20http:/www.doe.k12.de.us/aab/English_Language_Arts/ELA_docs_folder/Linking_Documents/Linking_Doc_Gr4_2013.pdf
http://websites.pdesas.org/jennifer_smith/2013/11/14/531496/file.aspx
http://websites.pdesas.org/jennifer_smith/2013/11/14/531496/file.aspx
http://websites.pdesas.org/jennifer_smith/2013/11/13/531174/file.aspx
http://websites.pdesas.org/jennifer_smith/2013/11/13/531174/file.aspx
http://websites.pdesas.org/jennifer_smith/2013/11/14/531492/file.aspx
http://websites.pdesas.org/jennifer_smith/2013/11/14/531492/file.aspx
http://www.literacydesigncollaborative.org/


 

Task 2:  
Compare and contrast an event or topic told from two different points of view.  Cite relevant details from the text to support what the text says and make inferences.  
Suggested text: 

Compare and Contrast Chart.pdf Deadly Hit_Nonfiction.pdf PDE Rubric  
 

Best Instructional Practices 

Reader’s Workshop 
     Read Aloud 
     Shared Reading 
     Guided Reading 
     Away from Teacher Activities 
     Independent Reading 
     Word Study 
      
Writer’s Workshop 
     Write every day for a variety of purposes 
     Use of Mentor Text to teach craft and organization 
     Use of Formative Assessment to inform instruction 
 Activating Strategies 
Extended Thinking 
Summarizing 
Vocabulary in Context 
Advance Organizers 
Non-verbal Representation     
Integration of Webb’s Depth 
Integration of 21

st
 Century Skills  

Reading and writing across disciplines  
 Rigor and Relevance     

 

Resources 

Student Teacher 

 Leveled readers 

 Trade books 

 TweenTribune (website) 

 Time for Kids (website) 

 Wonderopolis (website) 

 Study Island (website) 

 LearnZillion (website) 

 Front Row (website) 

(Suggested Module/Unit) 

 The Café Book 

 Nonfiction Mentor Texts 

 (See Above Best Instructional Practices) 

 Read Write Think (website) 

 Read Works (website) 

 Writer’s Notebook 

 Ralph Fletcher’s Nonfiction Writing Lessons 

 6 Trait Writing (Ruth Culham) 
 

 
 

 

 

From:  Wiggins, Grant and J. Mc Tighe. (1998). Understanding by Design, Association for Supervision and Curriculum Development  ISBN # 0-87120-313-8 (ppk) 

http://websites.pdesas.org/jennifer_smith/2013/11/13/531174/file.aspx
http://websites.pdesas.org/jennifer_smith/2013/11/14/531496/file.aspx
http://websites.pdesas.org/jennifer_smith/2013/11/14/531496/file.aspx
http://curriculum.wssd.k12.pa.us/Best%20Practices/Forms/AllItems.aspx?RootFolder=%2FBest%20Practices%2FActivating%20Strategies&
http://curriculum.wssd.k12.pa.us/Best%20Practices/Forms/AllItems.aspx?RootFolder=%2FBest%20Practices%2FExtended%20Thinking&
http://curriculum.wssd.k12.pa.us/Best%20Practices/Forms/AllItems.aspx?RootFolder=%2FBest%20Practices%2FSummarizing&
http://curriculum.wssd.k12.pa.us/Best%20Practices/Vocabulary/Marzano_Vocab.pdf
http://curriculum.wssd.k12.pa.us/Best%20Practices/Forms/AllItems.aspx?RootFolder=%2FBest%20Practices%2FAdvanced%20Organizers&
http://curriculum.wssd.k12.pa.us/Best%20Practices/Forms/AllItems.aspx?RootFolder=%2FBest%20Practices%2FNon%2Dverbal%20Representation&View=%7B284F0921%2DA088%2D46A9%2D944D%2DAC9D37920AD6%7D
http://curriculum.wssd.k12.pa.us/Best%20Practices/Forms/AllItems.aspx?RootFolder=%2FBest%20Practices%2FWebb%27s%20Depth&
http://curriculum.wssd.k12.pa.us/Best%20Practices/Forms/AllItems.aspx?RootFolder=%2FBest%20Practices%2F21st%20Century%20Skills&
http://curriculum.wssd.k12.pa.us/Best%20Practices/Forms/AllItems.aspx?RootFolder=%2FBest%20Practices%2FLiteracy%20Across%20Disciplines&
http://curriculum.wssd.k12.pa.us/Best%20Practices/Forms/AllItems.aspx?RootFolder=%2FBest%20Practices%2FRigor%20and%20Relevance&

